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Plan
1. Introduction. 
A. Is there a BSM physics and where it may hide? 
B. The notion of dark sectors/feebly interacting particles (FIPs).

2. A closer look at dark photon, and related models.

3. Conclusions
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Clues for new physics
1. Precision cosmology: 6 parameter model (L-CDM) correctly 

describes statistics of 106 CMB patches. 
Existence of dark matter and dark energy.
Strong evidence for inflation.

2. Neutrino masses and mixing: Give us a clue [perhaps] that 
there are new matter fields beyond SM. 
Some of them are not charged under SM.

3. Theoretical puzzles: Strong CP problem, vacuum stability, hints 
on unification, smallness of mh relative to 
highest scales (GUT, MPlanck)

4. “Anomalous results”: muon g-2, B-physics anomalies, SBN 
neutrino anomalies, Hubble constant tension etc. 
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Typical BSM model-independent approach is to include all possible 
BSM operators once very heavy new physics is integrated out

SM as an Effective Field Theory

LSM+BSM= - mH
2 (H+

SMHSM) + all dim 4 terms (ASM, ySM,  HSM) + 

(Wilson coeff. /L2) × Dim 6 etc (ASM, ySM,  HSM)  + …

But is this framework really all-inclusive? – it is motivated by new 
heavy states often with sizeable couplings. The alternative possibility 
for New Physics – weakly coupled light new physics - is equally viable 

For example: 

First step in calculating loop integrals

Maxim Pospelov
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Typical BSM model-independent approach is to include all possible 
BSM operators + light new states explicitly. 

SM as an Effective Field Theory in the 
presence of FIPs

LSM+BSM= - mH
2 (H+

SMHSM) + all dim 4 terms (ASM, ySM,  HSM) + 

(W.coeff. /L2) × Dim 6 etc (ASM, ySM,  HSM)  + …

all lowest dimension portals (ASM, ySM,  H, ADS, yDS,  HDS) ×
portal couplings

+ dark sector interactions (ADS, yDS,  HDS)

SM = Standard Model

DS – Dark Sector
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Let us classify possible connections between Dark sector and SM
H+H (l S2 + A S) Higgs-singlet scalar interactions (scalar portal)
BµnVµn “Kinetic mixing” with additional U(1)’ group
(becomes a specific example of Jµ

i Aµ extension)
LH N neutrino Yukawa coupling, N – RH neutrino  
Jµ

i Aµ requires gauge invariance and anomaly cancellation
It is very likely that the observed neutrino masses indicate that 

Nature may have used the LHN portal… 
Dim>4
Jµ

A  ¶µ a /f      axionic portal

……….
Owing to small couplings, such particles represent “dark sector”

Minimal portal interactions



“Simplified model” for dark sector
(Okun’, Holdom,…)

§ “Effective” charge of the “dark sector” particle c is Q = e × e
(if momentum scale q > mV ). At q < mV one can say that 
particle c has a non-vanishing EM charge radius, . 

§ Dark photon can “communicate” interaction between SM and 
dark matter. It represents a simple example of BSM physics. 7
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Figure 1: The interaction through the exchange by a mixed � � A⇥ propagator between the
SM particles and particles ⌅ charged under new U(1)⇥ group. In the limit of mA� ⇧ 0 the
apparent electromagentioc charge of ⌅ is e⇥.

In the simplest example, a new fermionic field charged under both U(1)’s will gener-
ate an additional contribution to the mixing angle that scales as �⇥ ⇤ g⇥e/(12⇤2) ⇥
log(⇥2

UV /M)2. In principle, the two sectors can be ”several loop removed”, so that one
can entertain a wide range of mixing angles.

2. If both groups are unbroken, mV ⇧ 0, then ⌅ represent the ”millicharged particles”
with electric charge q� = e⇥. For mV ⌥= 0, at |q2| < m2

V , the particles ⌅ can be thought
of as neutral particles with a non-vanishing electric charge radius, r2� ⌃ 6⇥m�2

V . The
diagram, describing basic interaction between the two sectors is shown in Fig. 1.

3. If there are no states charged under U(1)⇥ (or they are very heavy), and mV is taken to
be zero, then the two sectors decouple even at non-zero ⇥. This leads to the suppression
of all interactions for a dark photon inside a medium, if mV becomes smaller than the
characteristic plasma frequency, and all processes with emission or aborption of dark
photons decouple as ⇤ m2

V [8].

4. New vector boson, interacting with the SM via the electromagnetic current, conserves
all discrete symmetries (parity, flavour, CP etc). Also, importaintly, A⇥ does not couple
directly to neutrinos. As a consequence, the interaction strength due to the exchange of
A⇥ can be taken to be stronger than that of weak interactions, (e⇥)2/m2

A� ; (e⇥g⇥)/m2
A� ⌅

GF . This property proves very useful in constructing the light dark matter models with
the use of vector portal.

Although this model was known to theorists and well-studied over the years (e.g. Refs.
[9,10]), a revival of interest to models based on kinetically-mixed A⇥ occurred in last 10 years,
as a response to various astrophysical anomalies, that this model allows to explain in terms
of weakly-interacting dark matter. Subsequent searches of the dark photon triggered new
analyses of the past or existing experiments [11–20], and generated new dedicated experi-
ments in di⇤erent stages of implementation [21–24]. In this chapter, we are going to show
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1.1 Kinetic mixing

Consider a QED-like theory with one (or several) extra vector particle(s), coupled to the
electromagnetic current. A mass term, or in general a mass matrix for the vector states, is
protected against additive renormalization due to the conservation of the electromagnetic
current. If the mass matrix for such vector states has a zero determinant, det(M2

V ) = 0, then
the theory contains one massless vector, to be identified with a photon, and several massive
vector states.

This is the model of ‘paraphotons’, introduced by Okun in early 1980s [6], that can be
reformulated in equivalent language using the kinetic mixing portal. Following Holdom [7],
one writes a QED-like theory with two U(1) groups, supplemented by the cross term in the
kinetic Lagrangian, and a mass term for one of the vector fields.

L = L⌅,A + L⇤,A� � ⇥

2
Fµ⇥F

�
µ⇥ +

1

2
m2

A�(A�
µ)

2. (1.1)

L⌅,A and L⇤,A� are the standard QED-type Lagrangians,

L⌅,A = �1

4
F 2
µ⇥ + ⌅̄[�µ(i⌥µ � eAµ)�m⌅]⌅

L⇤,A� = �1

4
(F �

µ⇥)
2 + ⇤̄[�µ(i⌥µ � g�A�

µ)�m⇤]⇤, (1.2)

with Fµ⇥ and F �
µ⇥ standing for the fields strength tensors. States ⌅ represent the QED

electron fields, and states ⇤ are similar particles, charged under ”dark” U(1)�. In the limit
of ⇥ ⇧ 0, the two sectors become completely decoupled. In eq. (1.1), the mass term for A�

explicitly breaks the second U(1), but is protected from additive renormalization, and hence
is technically natural. Using the equations of motion, ⌥µFµ⇥ = eJEM

⇥ , the interaction term
can be rewritten as

� ⇥

2
Fµ⇥F

�
µ⇥ = A�

µ ⇥ (e⇥)JEM
µ , (1.3)

showing that the new vector particle couples to the electromagnetic current with strength,
reduced by a small factor ⇥. The generalization of (1.1) to the SM is straightforward, by
subsituting the QED U(1) with the hypercharge U(1) of the SM.

There is a multitude of notations and names referring to one and the same model. We
shall call the A� state as ”dark photon”. It can also be called as V (Y ), a vector state coupled
to the hypercharge current. We choose to call the mixing angle ⇥, and throughout this
chapter assume ⇥ ⌅ 1. In contrast, one does not have to assume a smallness of g� coupling,
which can be comparable to the gauge couplings of the SM, g� ⇤ gSM.

Athough the model of this type is exceedingly simple, one can already learn a number of
instructive features.

1. The mixing parameter ⇥ is dimensionless, and therefore can retain information about
the loops of charged particles at some heavy scale M without power-like decoupling.
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Figure 1: The interaction through the exchange by a mixed � � A⇥ propagator between the
SM particles and particles ⌅ charged under new U(1)⇥ group. In the limit of mA� ⇧ 0 the
apparent electromagentioc charge of ⌅ is e⇥.
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[9,10]), a revival of interest to models based on kinetically-mixed A⇥ occurred in last 10 years,
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A – photon, A’ – “dark photon”, 
y - an electron, c - a DM state, 
g’ – a “dark” charge



Search for New Physics
In 2012-2013 LHC experiments discovered a new particle (Higgs boson) and a new 
force (Yukawa force). What do we know about forces in nature ? 
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energy becomes limited. 



Motivations for dark vectors and dark 
scalars
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§ Dark scalar is the only object that can have a super-renormalizable 
portal dim=3 to the Higgs boson. Can be connected to the Higgs 
mass naturalness via the so-called relaxion mechanism (self-
organized criticality). 

§ Dark scalar can help develop the 1st order EW phase transition and 
with extra CP-violation (provided e.g. by additional Higgs doublet) 
can lead to successful EW baryogenesis. 

§ Light dark photons can result from “neutral naturalness” approach
§ Dark vectors/scalars can be DM themselves – either freeze-in or 

oscillate like axion. Can be mediators for light WIMP models.  
§ Maybe behind certain anomalies (e.g. Lmu – Ltau dark vector can 

“correct” muon g-2.)

to open problems in particle physics and cosmology we prefer to adopt a phenomenological

viewpoint, reflected in our summary below.

The electro-weak hierarchy and strong CP puzzles.

The incredible success of the SM in describing the vast majority of observable phenomena in

Nature comes hand-in-hand with the SM appearing fine-tuned in striking ways. One of the

most puzzling aspects of the SM is the vast hierarchy between the mass scale, governing the

strength of the gravitational force, MPlanck and the electroweak scale mH : mH/MPlanck /

10�17. The Higgs particle has so far not shown any experimental signs of compositeness,

suggesting that the associated quantum field is susceptible to quantum corrections that

would drive its mass towards the highest known scale of new physics, which is presumably

near MPlanck. The vast separation between the observed Higgs mass and MPlanck therefore

appears rather unnatural from a theoretical point of view.

A number of theories try to address this issue by constructing specific mechanisms for

cancellations of large quantum corrections to the Higgs mass, such as e.g. super-symmetry.

Nevertheless, it is possible that some other selection mechanisms are at play that explore

di↵erent alternatives. These include a much lower cuto↵ for the gravitational interactions,

such as in theories with large extra dimensions (28), leading to Kaluza-Klein copies of

tensor and scalar gravitons - which in essence signifies the emergence of large numbers

of extremely weakly coupled FIPs below the EW scale. Some other ideas posit neutral

naturalness (26, 27), which imply some type of discrete symmetry that implies the existence

of light particles in the ”approximately mirror” sector, with extremely small couplings to

the SM. Finally, it is conceivable that the Higgs mass was driven to its current value by

some type of adjustment mechanism that exploits light scalar fields whose evolution drives

Higgs mass to today’s value (29).

In many of these scenarios, the mechanism responsible for resolving the electro-weak

hierarchy problem implies that FIP states S couple to the Higgs in a manner described by,

(H†H)⇥m2

H �! (H†H)⇥ (m2

H + c1S + c2S
2 + ...), 1.

and illustrate how models of new physics can realize FIPs coupled via the Higgs portal

(30, 31).

Another puzzling aspect of the SM is the extreme smallness of the parameter ✓QCD that

appears in front of gluon pseudo-scalar density, ✓QCDGa

µ⌫G̃
a

µ⌫ , which manifests itself in a

number of non-perturbative phenomena. Chief among these are e↵ects linear in ✓QCD that

break CP symmetry, and induce large (compared to experimental limits) electric dipoles

moments of the neutron and heavy atoms (32). A FIP-type solution to this problem was

found many years ago (33, 34, 35). Promoting ✓ to a new dynamical field (perhaps a

Goldstone remnant of some additional global Peccei-Quinn symmetry), we have:

✓QCDGa

µ⌫G̃
a

µ⌫ �!

✓
✓QCD +

a
fa

◆
Ga

µ⌫G̃
a

µ⌫ . 2.

Non perturbative e↵ects generate the new mass term that has mq⇤
3

QCD

�
✓QCD + a

fa

�
2

de-

pendence and ensures that the minimum of the potential restores CP invariance of strong

interactions. While original models had put fa close to the EW scale, fa ⇠ v, it was later

realized that the range for it is much larger, creating a vast landscape for the QCD axion

mass and coupling. Moreover, enlarging the number of similarly generated axions particles

www.annualreviews.org • The Search for Feebly-Interacting Particles 5
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Models vs Experiments
Benchmark Cases (MP and PBC, 2018)

1. Dark photon
2. Dark photon + light dark matter
3. Millicharged particles
4. Singlet scalar mixed with Higgs
5. Quartic-dominated singlet scalar
6. HNL, e-flavour dominance
7. HNL, µ-flavour dominance
8. HNL, t-flavour dominance
9. ALPs, coupling to photons
10. ALPs, coupling to fermion
11. ALPs, coupling to gluons

Experimental proposals, mostly CERN

§ SHiP Beam Dump
§ NA62+ Flavour, possible BD
§ FASER LHC add-on
§ MATHUSLA         large LHC add-on
§ Codex-B LHC add-on
§ MilliQan LHC add-on
§ NA64 missing momentum
§ KLEVER flavour
§ REDTOP                       fixed target
§ IAXO                           axion exp
§ ALPs-II axion exp
§ ……..

I hope that in the end, a clear strategy for building up CERN intensity 
frontier program will emerge, with new sensitivity to sub-EW scales

Ve
ct
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H
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L
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“Simplified models” for light DM
some examples

§ Scalar dark matter talking to the SM via a “dark photon” 
(variants: Lmu-Ltau etc gauge bosons). With 2mDM < mmediator.

§ Fermionic dark matter talking to the SM via a “dark scalar” 
that mixes with the Higgs. With mDM > mmediator.

After EW symmetry breaking S (“dark Higgs”) mixes with 
physical h and can be light and weakly coupled provided that
coupling A is small. 

Take away point: these models have both stable (DM) and 
unstable (mediator) light weakly coupled particles. 11

�� =
2GFp

2
⇥ nn ⇥�L⇥ n (47)

L = |Dµ�|2 �m2

�|�|2 �
1

4
V 2

µ⌫ +
1

2
m2

V V
2

µ � ✏

2
Vµ⌫Fµ⌫ (48)

5

�� =
2GFp

2
⇥ nn ⇥�L⇥ n (47)

L = |Dµ�|2 �m2

�|�|2 �
1

4
V 2

µ⌫ +
1

2
m2

V V
2

µ � ✏

2
Vµ⌫Fµ⌫ (48)

L = �(i@µ�µ �m�)�+ ���S +
1

2
(@µS)

2 � 1

2
m2

SS
2 � AS(H†H) (49)

5
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Constraints and future sensitivity to Dark Photons

O(few GeV) mass, and e ~ 10-4 can be probed using experiments at 
JLab.  (Plot from recent PBC studies)
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Dark Matter through Dark Photon portal

• At the moment, neutrino and 
beam dump experiments provide 
best sensitivity in the light mass 
range.

• Beam dump scaling, e4, is 
eventually to be overtaken by 
missing energy/momentum 
experiments with e2 scaling. 
(Newer NA64 results cross into 
relic density motivated territory)

• There is a nice complementarity 
with direct detection experiments 
that have a low detection 
threshold.  



Search for Heavy Neutral Leptons
§ Production channel is 

through prompt charm decay 
pp à c cbar à HNL. 

§ Detection is through HNL 
occasional decay via small 
mixing angle U, with 
charged states in the final 
state, e.g. p+µ-, p-µ+, etc.

§ Decays are often slow, so 
that the sensitivity is 
proportional to 

(Mixing angle)4. 

14
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Constraints on Higgs-mixed scalars

Possible future improvements at NA62, SHiP, possibly SNB 
experiments, and new proposals such as MATHUSLA, CODEX-B, 
FASER etc. 
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Dark photons ++

Let’s classify them into several cartegories
1. Dark photon: technically natural, UV complete, couple to a 

conserved current.      e =    
2. B-L, Lµ-Lt , and other anomaly free combinations: all of the 

above, but coupling constant gX is small – somewhat unusual. 
Strong constraints from neutrino physics. 

3. Models coupled to the tree-level conserved current broken by 
anomalies. E.g. gauged baryon number, or lepton number. 
Presumes cancellation of anomalies at high-energy. Nice low 
energy behaviour, weak constraints on gauged baryon number? 

4. Models coupled to a non-conserved current. (e.g. vector particle 
coupled to an axial-vector current)

§ Phenomenology-driven demand often force speculators to 
consider 3 and 4. (proton charge radius, ”X17” anomaly)
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Constraints on Z’ of Lµ - Lt
Experimental results

Hypothetical Z’ (any Z’ coupled to Lμ) contributes constructively to cross 
section.  

9

dent cross-section to the SM prediction is given by

⇥

⇥SM
⇧

1 +

�
1 + 4s2W + 2v2/v2⇤

⇥2

1 + (1 + 4s2W )

2 . (34)

Neutrino trident production has been observed by

three experiments: the first positive results came from

the CHARM-II collaboration [53]; the next measurement

was by the CCFR collaboration [54], further confirmed by

the NuTeV collaboration [55]. Combining the measured

cross sections with the corresponding SM predictions we

find

⇥CHARM�II/⇥SM = 1.58± 0.57 , (35)

⇥CCFR/⇥SM = 0.82± 0.28 , (36)

⇥NuTeV/⇥SM = 0.67± 0.27 . (37)

A weighted average gives

⇥exp/⇥SM = 0.83± 0.18 , (38)

which leaves only little room for positive NP contribu-

tions. Combining Eq. (38) with (34) we find

v⇤ � 750 GeV . (39)

This bound completely excludes an explanation of the

(g � 2)µ anomaly for the mZ0 � 10 GeV region we con-

sider in this paper. The constraint coming from Eq. (38)

as well as the individual constraints from Eqs. (35)

and (36) are shown by the red lines in Fig. 3 in the mZ0

- g⇤ plane.

• Final remarks. Fig. 3 is a summary of all the lep-

tonic constraints on Lµ � L⇥ discussed in this section.

Remarkably, a major part of the parameter space rel-

evant for the B ⌅ K⇥µ+µ�
anomaly, and all of the

parameter space relevant for the muon g � 2 anomaly,

is probed by the observation of neutrino trident produc-

tion. The enormous potential of this process in providing

full coverage of the parameter space strongly motivates

future experiments looking to measure this process more

precisely.

Finally, using the lower bound on the VEV from the

neutrino tridents, we can predict a minimum e⇥ect in

Bs mixing, if the Z ⇤
is to explain the B ⌅ K⇥µ+µ�

anomaly. We find that the mass di⇥erence in the Bs

system, �Ms is a⇥ected by at least 3%, and the e⇥ect

grows quadratically with v�. While a 3% e⇥ect in �Ms

is well within the uncertainty of the SM prediction, for

generic values of the Yukawa couplings one should expect

an e⇥ect of the same order also in the theoretically clean

Bs mixing phase, which should be detectable with an

LHCb upgrade [56]. The expected e⇥ects in Bs mixing

are indicated in the white region of Fig. 3 by the dotted

contours.

e�ective 4-fermion operator is accurate as long as mZ0 � 10 GeV.
A detailed analysis of neutrino trident production in the presence
of a lighter Z� will be presented elsewhere [22].

V. OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSIONS

This work was devoted to a comprehensive study of

a model with a Z ⇤
vector-boson that couples to lep-

tons through the Lµ �L⇥ portal, and to quarks through

general e⇥ective couplings. Our goal was to determine

whether such a model yields a plausible explanation for

the recent discrepancy shown by the LHCb collabora-

tion in angular distributions of the B ⌅ K⇥µ+µ�
de-

cay products. We conclude that such an explanation is

viable, and it is such that future measurements in the

high-energy and high-intensity frontiers may reveal fur-

ther deviations from the SM tied to the manifestations

of this new vector-boson. Unlike models based on a Z ⇤

that couples with full strength to all leptons and quarks,

the model we consider in this paper is well-hidden. In

contradistinction to most of the Z ⇤
proposals made in

connection with the LHCb discrepancy, which envision a

Z ⇤
above � 3 TeV, the mass of the vector-boson consid-

ered in this work can be very low, possibly well below the

electroweak scale! While a variety of UV-completions are

possible for the coupling of Z ⇤
to quarks, we have chosen

one with vector-like quarks in the multi-TeV mass scale.

While this model can hardly be imagined to be the fi-

nal word, it does o⇥er a general and consistent frame-

work within which it is possible to discuss the di⇥erent

low-energy constraints and structures likely to emerge in

more refined constructions.

Among the leptonic observables, we have identified two

particular processes which result in powerful constraints

on the parameter space of the model: the Z decay to four

muons and the neutrino trident production. In particu-

lar, we find that the tentative explanation of the (g�2)µ

discrepancy in this model is fully ruled out by the latter

process, at least for multi-GeV and heavier Z ⇤
. While

in this work we have applied it to the Lµ � L⇥ portal,

it is absolutely clear that neutrino trident production is

immediately relevant to other models that appeal to Z ⇤

coupled to leptons via any current that contains Lµ (such

as e.g. total lepton number). Generalizing this constraint

to other models and extending it to a wider range of the

Z ⇤
mass is the subject of our upcoming work [22].
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whereKF is a loop function that can be found e.g. in [43].
Out of the three SM neutrinos only the muon-neutrino
and tau-neutrino are a�ected by Z ⇥ loops. Therefore, the
correction to the Z coupling to neutrinos is e�ectively
given by

gV ⇤

gSMV ⇤

=
gA⇤

gSMA⇤

=

����1 +
2

3

(g⇥)2

(4⌅)2
KF (mZ0)

���� . (33)

In order to obtain constraints on the mass and coupling
of the Z ⇥, we combine the experimental results from LEP
and SLC [44] on the Z couplings to all leptons and neu-
trinos, taking into account the error correlations. We
find the 95% C.L. constraints depicted in gray in Fig. 3.
We note also that the constraint on the parameter space
would be stronger, if we had a sizable kinetic mixing [45].

• Z � 4⇥ searches at the LHC. Both ATLAS and
CMS collaborations have reported the measurement of
the branching ratio of Z decaying into four charged lep-
tons [46, 47]3. In particular, the ATLAS analysis [47] has
been performed with the full 7+8 TeV LHC data set and
it gives BR(Z ⌅ 4✏) = (4.2 ± 0.4)10�6, to be compared
to the SM prediction BR(Z ⌅ 4✏) = (4.37 ± 0.03)10�6.
Our model gives a positive NP contribution to the pro-
cess. The most important e�ect comes from the Feynman
diagram shown in Fig. 5, with an intermediate on-shell
Z ⇥ boson dominating the rate formZ0 < mZ (see also [19]
for a recent analysis).

We have recast the ATLAS analysis in [47], gener-
ating events using MadGraph 5 [49], interfaced with
Pythia6.4 [50] for parton showering. Events should have
exactly four isolated leptons with the leading three with
pT > 20, 15, 8 GeV, and if the third lepton is an electron
it must have pT > 10 GeV. Lepton identification e⌅cien-
cies have been taken from [51]. The invariant mass of the
opposite sign same flavor (OSSF) lepton pair closest to
the Z mass should be m1 > 20 GeV. The second OSSF
lepton invariant mass should be m2 > 5 GeV. Finally,
the invariant mass of the four lepton system should be
close to the Z mass: 80GeV < m4↵ < 100GeV.

NP e�ects arise only in the four muon bin. In this bin,
ATLAS observes 77 events, to be compared to the 78
events expected. To set the bound, we assume a Poisson
distribution for the observed events, and we exclude at
the 95% C.L. the benchmarks that predict more than 94
events in the four muon bin. The region on the left of
the dashed black line in Fig. 3 is excluded by the ATLAS
analysis. As we can note from the figure, the region fa-
vored by (g � 2)µ has been almost fully probed by LHC
measurements of Z to four leptons.

3 Note that LEP performed the measurement of the cross section
of the four-fermion final state arising from the process e+e� ⇥
⇥+⇥�ff̄ where ⇥ is a charged or neutral lepton and f any charged
fermion [48]. However, as also shown in [15], the constraints on
the g⇥�mZ0 parameter space coming from this measurement are
slightly less stringent than the LHC constraints discussed in the
following.

q

q

Z

µ

µ

Z �
µ

µ

FIG. 5. The main NP contribution to the Z � 4⇤ process at
the LHC.

�

N N

⇥

⇥

µ�

µ+

Z ⇥

FIG. 6. The leading order contribution of the Z⇥ to neutrino
trident production. This diagram interferes constructively
(destructively) with the corresponding SM diagram involving
a W -boson (Z-boson).

• Neutrino trident production. In the last part
of this section, we present a powerful new constraint on
the Lµ � L⌅ current coming from measurements of neu-
trino trident production, i.e. the production of a muon
anti-muon pair in the scattering of muon neutrinos in
the Coulomb field of a target nucleus. The leading con-
tribution of the Z ⇥ to such a process is shown in Fig. 6.
This diagram interferes with the SM contribution involv-
ing similar diagrams, but with the W and Z bosons in-
stead of the Z ⇥. In the SM, the contribution from the
Z-boson is smaller than the one of the W -boson and
comes with an opposite sign that leads to destructive
interference [52]. The Z ⇥ coupling to both muons and
muon-neutrinos has the same sign and the Z ⇥ contribu-
tion interferes constructively (destructively) with the W -
boson (Z-boson), leading therefore to an enhancement of
the trident production. Working in the approximation
of a heavy Z ⇥, where the leptonic 4-fermion operator is
(g⇥)2 (µ̄��µ) (⇤̄��PL⇤) /m2

Z0
4, the ratio of the total tri-

4 We estimate that the description of the Z⇥ contribution by an

In the heavy Z’ limit the effect 
simply renormalizes SM answer:

≈ 4

~8-fold enhancement of cross section
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Muon pair-production by neutrinos

• NuTeV results:

Trident production was seeing with O(20) events, and is fully consistent 
with the SM destructive W-Z interference. 
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We present a measurement of neutrino tridents, muon pairs induced by neutrino scattering in the
Coulomb field of a target nucleus, in the Columbia-Chicago-Fermilab-Rochester neutrino experiment at
the Fermilab Tevatron. The observed number of tridents after geometric and kinematic corrections,
37.0+ 12.4, supports the standard-model prediction of 45.3+ 2.3 events. This is the first demonstration
of the 8 -Z destructive interference from neutrino tridents, and rules out, at 99% C.L., the V—2 predic-
tion without the interference.

PACS numbers: 13.10.+q, 12.15.3i, 14.80.Er, 25.30.Pt

A neutrino trident is the scattering of a neutrino in the
Coulomb field of a target nucleus (N),

v„(v„)+N~ v„(v„)+p+p +N.
Momentum is balanced by the coherent exchange of a
virtual photon between one of the emergent muons and
the nucleus. The signature is a dimuon event with zero
visible hadron energy. In the standard model this reac-
tion can proceed via two channels (Fig. 1): charged (W)
and neutral (Z) boson exchange. A measurement of this
process determines the interference between 8' and Z
channels providing a crucial test of the gauge structure
of the standard model. We report the first measurement

FIG. 1. Feynman diagram showing the neutrino trident pro-
duction in v„-8 scattering via the 8'and the Z channels.

of this destructive interference in v tridents,
Many theoretical papers discuss v-trident produc-

tion. ' As an almost purely leptonic process, its cross
section can be precisely calculated using the known elec-
tromagnetic form factor of the iron nucleus. Most early
theoretical papers deal only with the V—A theory (W
exchange alone) ignoring the W-Z interference. Howev-
er, in the standard model the neutral-current channel
(Z mode) interferes destructively with the charged-
current channel (W —). Assuming the standard vector
and axial-vector couplings, the interference causes an ap-
proximate 40% suppression of the trident production as
compared to the prediction using 8'exchange only. '

In spite of the elegance of the theoretical prediction,
the experimental study of v tridents has been difficult for
two reasons: (a) the extremely small cross section, about
2.3 && 10 (4.6 x 10 ) of the inclusive v„N(v„N)--
charged-current process at (E,) =160 GeV; and (b) the
relatively low energy of the secondary muon associated
with the trident. These difficulties are overcome in a
high-statistics high-energy neutrino experiment. Early
experimental investigations of v tridents (for a review,
see Ref. 10) failed to conclusively demonstrate their ex-
istence. ' ' ' More recently, the CCFR experiment '

and, notably, the CHARM II experiment' have report-
ed clear evidence for v tridents. Although these data are
consistent with the standard-model prediction, there has

1991 The American Physical Society 3117
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to Czyz et al. and Brown et al. These agreed within
3%, and were also in agreement with the approximate
calculation (using a virtual-photon approximation) in
Refs. 1 and 9. The iron-nucleus electromagnetic form
factor was taken from the electron scattering data. '

The contribution to the trident signal from incoherent
scattering from target nucleons (as opposed to scattering
off target nuclei) was also included, where the nucleon
form factor was taken from Olsson et al. Target nu-
cleons contribute approximately —,

' of the tridents pro-
duced by target nuclei. It should be noted that the tri-
dent calculation is rather precise; the form-factor mea-
surements do not constitute the largest source of error.
The largest source of theoretical uncertainty is the es-
timation of the Pauli suppression which aA'ects only the
neutrino-nucleon trident production (16% of the total tri-
dent production cross section). The combined systematic
error on the theoretical prediction of v tridents is es-
timated to be 5%. For 8' exchange alone, or for the
V—2 theory, the predicted number of trident events is

N(trident, V—A) =78.1+ 3.9. (3)

Our data, with 37.0+ 12.4 events, clearly support the
destructive-interference hypothesis, and rule out the lack
of interference at & 99% C.L.
The trident cross section can be calculated from the

measured absolute v-% charged-current cross section
of'

o,~(CC) =(0.680~0.015)E,&&10 cm /GeV,

and the observed rate of tridents with respect to
all charged-current interactions [rate = (1.33 ~ 0.43)
x 10 ']. The cross section is

cma(v trident) =(4.7+ 1.6)E,x10 Fe nucleus
at (E,) =160GeV. (5)
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FIG. 16. Comparison of the final result (MC) to the
low-EHAD two-muon data for (a,b) EHAD, (c,d) Mµ+µ! , (e,f)
!!. The left side is " mode; the right side is "̄ mode.
The Mµ+µ! and !! distributions are for EHAD < 3 GeV.
The points represent the data while the histogram shows the
Monte Carlo.

The consideration of all sources of low-EHAD two-
muon events allows us to measure di!ractive charm pro-
duction. The D±

S and D!±
S sources have been combined

in proportion to the theoretical predictions and a single
fit parameter used. This yields cross-sections of

!
!

"µFe ! µ"(DS + D!
S)Fe

"

= (3.3 ± 1.1) fb/nucleon,

evaluated at E! = 130 GeV using the modified
VMD and PCAC predictions to extrapolate in en-
ergy under the assumptions !

!

"µFe ! µ"D!+
S Fe

"

=
!

!

"̄µFe ! µ+D!"
S Fe

"

and !
!

"µFe ! µ"D+
S Fe

"

=
!

!

"̄µFe ! µ+D"
S Fe

"

. A second fit performed with
the neutrino trident parameter fixed to the Stan-
dard Model prediction yielded the consistent results
! ("µFe ! µ"(DS + D!

S)Fe) = (3.0 ± 0.8) fb/nucleon
at E! = 130 GeV. The quoted errors are completely dom-
inated by statistics. This result assumes an isotropic
D!

S decay. Studies showed e!ects of a possible D!
S po-

larization to be small. The largest change, correspond-
ing to nearly complete longitudinal polarization, lowered
!(DS + D!

S) by 0.4 fb/nucleon.
Previously, the Big Bubble Chamber Neutrino Collab-

oration combined various data samples to measure the
di!ractive rate of charmed strange mesons ( D±

S + D!±
S )

per charged-current "I (I is an isoscalar target) interac-
tion [1]. They measured a rate of (2.8 ± 1.1) " 10"3.
The observation of D!±

S production by CHORUS [2] is in
agreement with this rate. Using the results of our second
fit, we find a rate of (3.2 ± 0.6) " 10"3, which is

FIG. 17. The two muon invariant mass (Mµµ) for the J/#
Monte Carlo. The curve shows a Gaussian fit.

consistent with previous results.
Table V lists the number of events contribution of each

source in the low-EHAD two muon data sample as deter-
mined by this analysis.

B. Neutral-Current Analysis

Neutral-current J/# production produces a clear sig-
nature in the two muon invariant mass, particularly if
EHAD # 3 GeV is imposed to select di!ractively pro-
duced events. There is no evidence for a J/# signal in
Fig. 13; however, the relatively poor resolution of the
NuTeV detector may be obscuring a contribution from
this source. To assess this possibility, a di!ractive J/#
sample was simulated via Monte Carlo to obtain the Mµµ

distribution shown in Fig. 17. A Gaussian fit to this dis-
tribution yields a resolution !0 = 0.40 GeV/c2.

A maximum likelihood fit was then performed to de-
termine the amount of J/# present in the data. The fit
function was taken to be

N(Mµµ) = M"
µµe(#+$Mµµ) + A " e"

1
2
(

Mµµ!M0
!0

)2 , (5.1)

where Mµµ is the two muon invariant mass. M0 and !0

are the mass and width of the J/# as measured by the
Monte Carlo. The first term represents a smooth param-
eterization of the background description where $ and
% determine the shape and & the normalization. The
second term is a Gaussian description of the J/# con-
tribution with mean mass M0 and width !0 set to the
Monte Carlo prediction. The parameter A measures the
amount of J/# in the data.

The results of the fit are shown in Table VI. A 90%
confidence level (CL) on the J/# contribution is set by
fixing the J/# amplitude to various increasing levels
and fitting for the background. The likelihood function
(L(A)) was plotted as a function of A and the 90% CL

limit set by
# ACL

A0
L(A) dA/

# #

A0
L(A) dA = 0.90. The
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Babar + B. Shuve have looked 
for e+e-àµµµµ

• Absence of peaks in invariant mass improves constraints in 
210 MeV – 4 GeV window. 

• Below 2muon threshold, Lµ-Lt model is the most difficult: 
Z’àneutrinos. NA64 with muons, or LDMX?
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Non-conserved currents will be sensitive to 
high-mass scales through loops

§ It is well known that there is an enhancement of non-conserved 
currents inside loops leading to FCNC. The key – access to 
momenta ~ mW and mt.

§ For a fully conserved current, like couplings of dark photon,
Amplitude  ~  GF m2

meson

For a non-conserved current, such as Higgs-mixed scalar
Amplitude  ~  GF m2

top

6

di dj

X

W
W

+

FIG. 1. E↵ective didjX FCNC vertex for a vector with an
anomalous WW coupling, obtained by integrating out the
W . The first diagram corresponds to the e↵ective vertex in
Equation 12, which is the sum of the XWW Wess-Zumino
term in the SM + X EFT, and the XWW couplings through
SM fermion triangles. The other diagrams, from the coupling
of X to quarks, do not give a 1/mX enhanced amplitude, if
X couples to a conserved (at tree level) current. We have
omitted other, higher-loop-order diagrams. Add self-energy
diagrams ...

is small, the equivalent up-type FCNC vertices, such as
cuX, are suppressed compared to down-type FCNCs.

The selection rules for decays via longitudinal vector
emission are di↵erent to those for transverse emission.
In the latter case, angular momentum conservation sup-
presses (pseudo)scalar! (pseudo)scalar + vector decays,
since these demand that the vector’s spin is perpendicular
to its momentum. This suppresses the rate of such decays
via a vector that couples to a conserved current. (For ex-
ample, there are there are no B

+
! K

+
� decays, while

the rates for the B
+
! K

+
A

0, where A
0 is a kinetically-

mixed dark photon, are proportional to m
2

A0 [5].) How-
ever, by Goldstone boson equivalence, meson decays via
a light longitudinal X have the same rates as the corre-
sponding ALP decays, so decays such as B

+
! K

+
X

are unsuppressed.

1. Experimental constraints

Compared to the e↵ective FCNC vertices discussed
above, other e↵ective flavour-changing operators are
higher-dimensional, and so are suppressed by more pow-
ers of 1/f and/or 1/m2

W
. For example, the bs� vertex

is of the form /
mb

m
2
W

Fµ⌫ b̄L�
µ⌫
sL [35] (since the photon

couples to a conserved current), while 4-fermion vertices
are suppressed by at least GF . This suppression of com-
peting SM decay channels allows FCNC decays via XL

to place strong constraints on the coupling of X, for light
enough X. In contrast, processes involving two or more
didjX vertices, such as the X contribution to meson os-
cillations, are suppressed by 1/f2, but compete with SM
processes suppressed by 1/m2

W
. Consequently, it is di�-

cult for such processes to probe f above the EW scale.
If X is su�ciently light and weakly coupled that it de-

cays outside the detector, then B ! K⌫⌫̄ and K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄

searches constrain the B ! KX and K ! ⇡X branch-
ing ratios. The K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄ channel is especially con-
straining, with existing experiments having measured a

very small (⇠ 10�10) branching fraction consistent with
the SM prediction [36, 37], which the future NA62 ex-
periment should be able to measure to ⇠ 10% relative
error [38], and identify new-physics-induced underlying
two-body decays if any.
For prompt decays of X into leptons, as can occur for

heavier / stronger coupledX, searches for B ! K
(⇤)

`
+
`
�

and K ! ⇡`
+
`
� decays place strong constraints. The

LHCb search for B
±

! K
±
µ
+
µ
� decays measures the

branching ratio to be (4.36±0.15±0.18)⇥10�7 [39]. For
kaons, the K

0

L
! ⇡

0
e
+
e
� decay is very well-constrained,

with a branching ratio bound of <⇠ 3⇥ 10�10 [40]. How-
ever, because of the large hadronic branching ratios for
K

0

L
! ⇡

0
⇡
0 and K

0

L
! ⇡

0
⇡
0
⇡
0, the Dalitz decay ⇡

0
!

e
+
e
�
� gives a background that makes K

0

L
! ⇡

0
e
+
e
�

measurements di�cult at mee
<
⇠ m⇡0 [40] (the same

applies to K
±

! ⇡
±
e
+
e
� versus K

±
! ⇡

±
⇡
0 [41]).

Thus, for mX
<
⇠ m⇡0 , the best constraints come from

B ! K
(⇤)

e
+
e
� decays, where the competing B ! K⇡

0

decays are also suppressed. For example, the B !

K
⇤
e
+
e
� branching ratio is measured to be ' 10�6 for

mee
<
⇠ 300MeV [42].

If X dominantly decays into hadrons, then simple
branching ratio comparisons do not give very strong
bounds from B ! KX decays. However, the kinematics
of the final states will have a particular form, which could
be searched for. Details?

In addition to the prompt and invisible decays dis-
cussed above, it is also possible to look for displaced X

decays. Talk about challenges of displaced decays? For
very displaced decays, the best constraints come from
beam dump experiments. Here, the enhanced K ! ⇡XL

decay means that kaon decays, which are usually a sub-
dominant production mechanism in proton beam dump
experiments (for tree-level vector couplings), can be the
dominant process through which Xs are produced. This
allows beam dump experiments to probe smaller cou-
plings.

It should be noted that, unlike constraints involving
visible X decays, missing energy searches are e↵ective
down to arbitrarily small vector masses, and constrain
correspondingly tiny gX for small mX . For X with cou-
plings to first-generation fermions, the strong constraints
coming from stellar energy loss bounds, and from fifth
force / equivalence principle tests at smaller mX , mean
that it is generically only at extremely small mX that
missing energy constraints become the dominant bound.

G. Baryon number coupled vector

To give an example of how these constraints relate to
each other, and to other bounds in the literature, for a
specific model, we will consider a vector coupled to the
SM baryon number current. This model has been in-
vestigated in many papers over the past decades, with
motivations including acting as a stabilisation mecha-
nism for baryon number [9], mediating a new force that
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Gauge symmetry broken by anomalies

§ Consider   L = gXXµ S (q gµ q) which is the coupling of a vector 
particle “X” to a baryon current. If we stay at the tree level, then 
the current is exactly conserved, and nothing would be wrong 
with such a U(1)baryon. 

§ However [and famously], this symmetry is broken by the triangle 
chiral anomaly (Adler++):

§ The vector X cannot stay massless, and a strong interaction will 
develop at scales (Preskill) unless such theory is 
UV completed, and anomaly is cancelled in full theory
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We derive new constraints on light vectors coupled to Standard Model (SM) fermions, when
the corresponding SM current is broken by the chiral anomaly. Cancellation of the anomaly by
heavy fermions results, in the low-energy theory, in Wess-Zumino type interactions between the
new vector and the SM gauge bosons. These interactions are determined by the requirement that
the heavy sector preserves the SM gauge groups, and lead to (energy/vector mass)2 enhanced rates
for processes involving the longitudinal mode of the new vector. Taking the example of a vector
coupled to baryon number, Z decays and flavour changing neutral current meson decays via the new
vector can occur with (weak scale/vector mass)2 enhanced rates. These processes place significantly
stronger coupling bounds than others considered in the literature, over a wide range of vector masses.

Introduction: Recent years have seen a resurgence
of interest in the possibility of extending the Standard
Model (SM) by including relatively light and very weakly
coupled states [1, 2]. New light vectors are a popular
candidate, having been proposed for purposes including
addressing experimental anomalies at low energies [3–8],
explaining puzzles such as baryon stability [9], or acting
as a mediator to a dark sector [10–12].

In this paper, we will consider light vectors with
dimension-4 couplings to SM states. Unless the SM
current that a vector couples to is conserved (i.e. the
electromagnetic (EM) or B � L current), there are
(energy/vector mass)2 processes involving the longitudi-
nal mode of the new vector. These make the SM +
vector e↵ective field theory (EFT) non-renormalisable,
requiring a cuto↵ at some scale / (vector mass / vec-
tor coupling). For a light, weakly coupled new vector,
such energy-enhanced processes can be the dominant pro-
duction mechanism in high-energy experiments, and can
place strong constraints on its coupling.

For models in which the SM current is broken by
tree-level processes — e.g. axial currents are broken by
fermion masses — such constraints have been considered
in a number of works [4, 13–15].1 In this Letter, we
point out they can also apply if a light vector X couples
to a current that is conserved at tree level, but broken
by the chiral anomaly (within the SM + X EFT), such
as the SM baryon number current. These loop-level, but
(energy/vector mass)2 enhanced, processes can place sig-
nificantly stronger constraints on light X than existing
constraints.

The only way to avoid such processes is for the UV
completion to introduce extra electroweak symmetry
breaking, which generally runs into strong experimental

1 In accompanying work [16], we identify processes which place
stronger constraints on vectors coupling to tree-level non-
conserved SM currents.

constraints. Conversely, cancelling the anomalies with
new heavy fermions, that obtain their masses from a SM-
singlet vacuum expectation value (VEV), always results
in enhanced longitudinal X emission, as we show and
exploit in the rest of this Letter.
Anomalous amplitudes: We will use the SM baryon

number current as our prototypical example — a light
vector coupled to this current has been considered in
many papers over the past decades, e.g. [8, 9, 17–21].
Within the SM, the baryon number current is conserved
at tree level, but violated by the chiral anomaly, which
gives a divergence [22]

@µJbaryon
µ =

A

16⇡2

⇣
g2W a

µ⌫(W̃
a)µ⌫ � g02Bµ⌫B̃

µ⌫
⌘

(1)

where A = 3/2, and B̃µ⌫
⌘

1
2✏

µ⌫�⇢B�⇢ etc. If a new
light vector X is coupled to the baryon number current,
then the SM + X EFT is non-renormalisable, and must

be UV-completed at a scale <⇠
4⇡mX
gX

/
⇣

3g2

16⇡2

⌘
[23], where

gX and mX are the coupling strength and mass of X,
respectively.
In the simplest such UV completions, the anomalies

are cancelled by introducing new fermions with chiral
couplings to X, and vectorial couplings to the SM gauge
bosons. For example, the mixed anomalies can be can-
celled with one weak doublet of Dirac fermions, with
(Y,XA) = (� 1

2 ,�3), and a weak singlet with (Y,XA) =
(�1, 3), where Y and XA are the hypercharge and axial
X charge respectively [24, 25]. The XXX anomaly can
then be cancelled by an additional SM-singlet fermion,
and all of the new fermions can obtain heavy masses from
a SM-singlet VEV.
Anomaly cancellation ensures that the theory is well-

behaved at very high energies. However, as reviewed
in [16, 26], triangle diagram amplitudes have both a
fermion-mass-independent ‘anomalous’ piece, and a piece
that depends on the mass of the fermions in the loop.
The mass-dependent parts of longitudinal triangle am-
plitudes are proportional to the fermion’s axial coupling;
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1 In accompanying work [16], we identify processes which place
stronger constraints on vectors coupling to tree-level non-
conserved SM currents.

constraints. Conversely, cancelling the anomalies with
new heavy fermions, that obtain their masses from a SM-
singlet vacuum expectation value (VEV), always results
in enhanced longitudinal X emission, as we show and
exploit in the rest of this Letter.
Anomalous amplitudes: We will use the SM baryon

number current as our prototypical example — a light
vector coupled to this current has been considered in
many papers over the past decades, e.g. [8, 9, 17–21].
Within the SM, the baryon number current is conserved
at tree level, but violated by the chiral anomaly, which
gives a divergence [22]
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[23], where

gX and mX are the coupling strength and mass of X,
respectively.
In the simplest such UV completions, the anomalies

are cancelled by introducing new fermions with chiral
couplings to X, and vectorial couplings to the SM gauge
bosons. For example, the mixed anomalies can be can-
celled with one weak doublet of Dirac fermions, with
(Y,XA) = (� 1

2 ,�3), and a weak singlet with (Y,XA) =
(�1, 3), where Y and XA are the hypercharge and axial
X charge respectively [24, 25]. The XXX anomaly can
then be cancelled by an additional SM-singlet fermion,
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a SM-singlet VEV.
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in [16, 26], triangle diagram amplitudes have both a
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The mass-dependent parts of longitudinal triangle am-
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Z à g X decay 

§ At one loop, Z boson will decay to g X final state, and the 
emission of longitudinal scalar is mZ

2/mX
2 enhanced. (A=3/2 for 

the baryonic X). 

This corresponds to 

§ One can use previous LEP measurements for Zà gamma + 
invisible, as well as Tevatron Zà gamma + pi0. 

§ LHC will have huge sensitivity through studies of l-l+g final 
states. 

3

Axion-like behaviour: By the usual Goldstone bo-
son equivalence arguments, the 1/mX -enhanced parts
of amplitudes involving longitudinal X are approxi-
mately equal to those for the corresponding Goldstone
(pseudo)scalar, '. In our case, the processes which are
not suppressed by mX all come from the anomalous cou-
plings computed above. In the ' theory, we can integrate
by parts to write the interactions within the low-energy
theory as
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where we have suppressed indices, and the dots cor-
respond to further terms of the form AW+W� and
ZW+W�.2

Since there is no two-photon anomalous coupling, lon-
gitudinal emission processes involving sub-EW-scale mo-
menta are suppressed. Consequently, the relatively most
important e↵ects of the anomalous couplings arise either
in high-energy collisions — for example, on-shell Z decay
at LEP— or in virtual processes which can be dominated
by large loop momenta, such as rare meson decays.

Z ! �X decays: If mX < mZ , then the 'ZF̃ cou-
pling in (6) gives rise to Z ! �X decays, with width
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corresponding to a branching ratio
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If X decays invisibly, then LEP searches for single pho-
tons at half the Z energy [30, 31] limit this branching
ratio to be <

⇠ 10�6. The bounds for SM decays of X
are less stringent [32–34], though the large number of
Z bosons produced at hadron colliders should allow en-
hanced sensitivity to rare Z decays, as we discuss later.

FCNCs: The couplings of X to quarks, and the
anomalous XWW coupling, lead to flavour changing
neutral current (FCNC) interactions between quarks.
These e↵ects can be summarised by integrating out EW-

2 the WWWW terms from Wa
µ⌫(W̃

a)µ⌫ cancel, reflecting the lack
of pentagon anomalies for an abelian vector [29]

scale states to obtain an e↵ective interaction,
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where we have taken a down-type FCNC for illustra-
tion, and have omitted other, higher-loop-order diagrams
(as well as X emission from external quark legs). The
solid XWW vertex indicates the sum of WZ terms and
fermion triangles (within a UV theory, it would simply
be the sum over triangles). If X is coupled to a fully-
conserved current, then gXdidj = 0, and the e↵ective in-
teraction is higher-dimensional; if X is coupled to a tree-
level conserved current (as we consider here), then only
the anomalous XWW coupling contributes to gXdidj .
In the calculation of gdidjX , while each individual di-

agram is divergent, these divergences cancel in the sum
over virtual quark generations, by CKM unitarity. As
a result, the integral is dominated by momenta ⇠ mt,
and higher-dimensional couplings suppressed by the cut-
o↵ scale will give sub-leading contributions (in the UV
theory, the masses of the UV fermions in triangles will
be much larger than the external momenta of these tri-
angles). The coe�cient of the e↵ective vertex is
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where

F (x) ⌘
x(1 + x(log x� 1))

(1� x)2
' x (for x ⌧ 1) (11)

Compared to these e↵ective FCNC vertices, other e↵ec-
tive flavour-changing operators are higher-dimensional,
and so are suppressed by more powers of gX/mX and/or
1/m2

W . Thus, despite equation 10 representing a 2-loop
contribution (within the UV theory), it is able to dom-
inate over 1-loop didjX processes. For example, in the
B ! KX decay, we have

M
2�loop/M1�loop

/ g2/(16⇡2)⇥ (mt/mX)2 (12)

which, for mX light enough to be emitted in the de-
cay, is � 1.3 Competing SM FCNC processes are also

3 The / m2
X (rather than / mX) relative suppression of 1-loop

emission comes from angular momentum conservation in the
pseudoscalar ! pseudoscalar + vector decay; for B ! K⇤X
decays, we would have M2�loop/M1�loop / m2

t /(mXmb) in-
stead.
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Axion-like behaviour: By the usual Goldstone bo-
son equivalence arguments, the 1/mX -enhanced parts
of amplitudes involving longitudinal X are approxi-
mately equal to those for the corresponding Goldstone
(pseudo)scalar, '. In our case, the processes which are
not suppressed by mX all come from the anomalous cou-
plings computed above. In the ' theory, we can integrate
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Since there is no two-photon anomalous coupling, lon-
gitudinal emission processes involving sub-EW-scale mo-
menta are suppressed. Consequently, the relatively most
important e↵ects of the anomalous couplings arise either
in high-energy collisions — for example, on-shell Z decay
at LEP— or in virtual processes which can be dominated
by large loop momenta, such as rare meson decays.
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If X decays invisibly, then LEP searches for single pho-
tons at half the Z energy [30, 31] limit this branching
ratio to be <

⇠ 10�6. The bounds for SM decays of X
are less stringent [32–34], though the large number of
Z bosons produced at hadron colliders should allow en-
hanced sensitivity to rare Z decays, as we discuss later.

FCNCs: The couplings of X to quarks, and the
anomalous XWW coupling, lead to flavour changing
neutral current (FCNC) interactions between quarks.
These e↵ects can be summarised by integrating out EW-
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where we have taken a down-type FCNC for illustra-
tion, and have omitted other, higher-loop-order diagrams
(as well as X emission from external quark legs). The
solid XWW vertex indicates the sum of WZ terms and
fermion triangles (within a UV theory, it would simply
be the sum over triangles). If X is coupled to a fully-
conserved current, then gXdidj = 0, and the e↵ective in-
teraction is higher-dimensional; if X is coupled to a tree-
level conserved current (as we consider here), then only
the anomalous XWW coupling contributes to gXdidj .
In the calculation of gdidjX , while each individual di-

agram is divergent, these divergences cancel in the sum
over virtual quark generations, by CKM unitarity. As
a result, the integral is dominated by momenta ⇠ mt,
and higher-dimensional couplings suppressed by the cut-
o↵ scale will give sub-leading contributions (in the UV
theory, the masses of the UV fermions in triangles will
be much larger than the external momenta of these tri-
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Compared to these e↵ective FCNC vertices, other e↵ec-
tive flavour-changing operators are higher-dimensional,
and so are suppressed by more powers of gX/mX and/or
1/m2

W . Thus, despite equation 10 representing a 2-loop
contribution (within the UV theory), it is able to dom-
inate over 1-loop didjX processes. For example, in the
B ! KX decay, we have
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which, for mX light enough to be emitted in the de-
cay, is � 1.3 Competing SM FCNC processes are also

3 The / m2
X (rather than / mX) relative suppression of 1-loop

emission comes from angular momentum conservation in the
pseudoscalar ! pseudoscalar + vector decay; for B ! K⇤X
decays, we would have M2�loop/M1�loop / m2

t /(mXmb) in-
stead.
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FCNC amplitudes at two loop

§ Anomalous [two-loop] contributions to FCNC amplitudes are 
important

§

3

Axion-like behaviour: By the usual Goldstone bo-
son equivalence arguments, the 1/mX -enhanced parts
of amplitudes involving longitudinal X are approxi-
mately equal to those for the corresponding Goldstone
(pseudo)scalar, '. In our case, the processes which are
not suppressed by mX all come from the anomalous cou-
plings computed above. In the ' theory, we can integrate
by parts to write the interactions within the low-energy
theory as
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where we have suppressed indices, and the dots cor-
respond to further terms of the form AW+W� and
ZW+W�.2

Since there is no two-photon anomalous coupling, lon-
gitudinal emission processes involving sub-EW-scale mo-
menta are suppressed. Consequently, the relatively most
important e↵ects of the anomalous couplings arise either
in high-energy collisions — for example, on-shell Z decay
at LEP— or in virtual processes which can be dominated
by large loop momenta, such as rare meson decays.

Z ! �X decays: If mX < mZ , then the 'ZF̃ cou-
pling in (6) gives rise to Z ! �X decays, with width
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If X decays invisibly, then LEP searches for single pho-
tons at half the Z energy [30, 31] limit this branching
ratio to be <

⇠ 10�6. The bounds for SM decays of X
are less stringent [32–34], though the large number of
Z bosons produced at hadron colliders should allow en-
hanced sensitivity to rare Z decays, as we discuss later.

FCNCs: The couplings of X to quarks, and the
anomalous XWW coupling, lead to flavour changing
neutral current (FCNC) interactions between quarks.
These e↵ects can be summarised by integrating out EW-
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where we have taken a down-type FCNC for illustra-
tion, and have omitted other, higher-loop-order diagrams
(as well as X emission from external quark legs). The
solid XWW vertex indicates the sum of WZ terms and
fermion triangles (within a UV theory, it would simply
be the sum over triangles). If X is coupled to a fully-
conserved current, then gXdidj = 0, and the e↵ective in-
teraction is higher-dimensional; if X is coupled to a tree-
level conserved current (as we consider here), then only
the anomalous XWW coupling contributes to gXdidj .
In the calculation of gdidjX , while each individual di-

agram is divergent, these divergences cancel in the sum
over virtual quark generations, by CKM unitarity. As
a result, the integral is dominated by momenta ⇠ mt,
and higher-dimensional couplings suppressed by the cut-
o↵ scale will give sub-leading contributions (in the UV
theory, the masses of the UV fermions in triangles will
be much larger than the external momenta of these tri-
angles). The coe�cient of the e↵ective vertex is
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Compared to these e↵ective FCNC vertices, other e↵ec-
tive flavour-changing operators are higher-dimensional,
and so are suppressed by more powers of gX/mX and/or
1/m2

W . Thus, despite equation 10 representing a 2-loop
contribution (within the UV theory), it is able to dom-
inate over 1-loop didjX processes. For example, in the
B ! KX decay, we have
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which, for mX light enough to be emitted in the de-
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emission comes from angular momentum conservation in the
pseudoscalar ! pseudoscalar + vector decay; for B ! K⇤X
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Axion-like behaviour: By the usual Goldstone bo-
son equivalence arguments, the 1/mX -enhanced parts
of amplitudes involving longitudinal X are approxi-
mately equal to those for the corresponding Goldstone
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where we have suppressed indices, and the dots cor-
respond to further terms of the form AW+W� and
ZW+W�.2

Since there is no two-photon anomalous coupling, lon-
gitudinal emission processes involving sub-EW-scale mo-
menta are suppressed. Consequently, the relatively most
important e↵ects of the anomalous couplings arise either
in high-energy collisions — for example, on-shell Z decay
at LEP— or in virtual processes which can be dominated
by large loop momenta, such as rare meson decays.
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If X decays invisibly, then LEP searches for single pho-
tons at half the Z energy [30, 31] limit this branching
ratio to be <

⇠ 10�6. The bounds for SM decays of X
are less stringent [32–34], though the large number of
Z bosons produced at hadron colliders should allow en-
hanced sensitivity to rare Z decays, as we discuss later.
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neutral current (FCNC) interactions between quarks.
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where we have taken a down-type FCNC for illustra-
tion, and have omitted other, higher-loop-order diagrams
(as well as X emission from external quark legs). The
solid XWW vertex indicates the sum of WZ terms and
fermion triangles (within a UV theory, it would simply
be the sum over triangles). If X is coupled to a fully-
conserved current, then gXdidj = 0, and the e↵ective in-
teraction is higher-dimensional; if X is coupled to a tree-
level conserved current (as we consider here), then only
the anomalous XWW coupling contributes to gXdidj .
In the calculation of gdidjX , while each individual di-
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and higher-dimensional couplings suppressed by the cut-
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tion, and have omitted other, higher-loop-order diagrams
(as well as X emission from external quark legs). The
solid XWW vertex indicates the sum of WZ terms and
fermion triangles (within a UV theory, it would simply
be the sum over triangles). If X is coupled to a fully-
conserved current, then gXdidj = 0, and the e↵ective in-
teraction is higher-dimensional; if X is coupled to a tree-
level conserved current (as we consider here), then only
the anomalous XWW coupling contributes to gXdidj .
In the calculation of gdidjX , while each individual di-

agram is divergent, these divergences cancel in the sum
over virtual quark generations, by CKM unitarity. As
a result, the integral is dominated by momenta ⇠ mt,
and higher-dimensional couplings suppressed by the cut-
o↵ scale will give sub-leading contributions (in the UV
theory, the masses of the UV fermions in triangles will
be much larger than the external momenta of these tri-
angles). The coe�cient of the e↵ective vertex is

gXdidj = �
3g4A

(16⇡2)2
gX

X

↵2{u,c,t}

V↵iV
⇤
↵jF

✓
m2

↵

m2
W

◆
+ . . .

' �
3g4A

(16⇡2)2
gXVtiV

⇤
tjF

✓
m2

t

m2
W

◆
+ . . . , (10)

where

F (x) ⌘
x(1 + x(log x� 1))

(1� x)2
' x (for x ⌧ 1) (11)

Compared to these e↵ective FCNC vertices, other e↵ec-
tive flavour-changing operators are higher-dimensional,
and so are suppressed by more powers of gX/mX and/or
1/m2

W . Thus, despite equation 10 representing a 2-loop
contribution (within the UV theory), it is able to dom-
inate over 1-loop didjX processes. For example, in the
B ! KX decay, we have

M
2�loop/M1�loop

/ g2/(16⇡2)⇥ (mt/mX)2 (12)

which, for mX light enough to be emitted in the de-
cay, is � 1.3 Competing SM FCNC processes are also

3 The / m2
X (rather than / mX) relative suppression of 1-loop

emission comes from angular momentum conservation in the
pseudoscalar ! pseudoscalar + vector decay; for B ! K⇤X
decays, we would have M2�loop/M1�loop / m2

t /(mXmb) in-
stead.
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Resulting constraints on gauged 
baryon or lepton number

§ No additional Xà invisible channels.

gauged B number gauged L number
§ The baryonic(leptonic) force in this case is limited to be below 

weak interaction strength, (gX
2/mX

2) < GF. 
§ Constraints are very strong, put in doubt some models for X17.
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Opportunities with 22 GeV beam?
§ Search of FIPs in photoproduction. Real and quasi-real photons

can produce scalars/pseudoscalars on a target, Z + g à Z + a.  
Subsequent decay of a can be searched for. This benefits from 
energy.

§ More exotic parity violation: in the 1980s at CERN parity 
violation in (Vector)muon (Axial)quark has been observed. The other 
combination (Axial)muon (Vector)quark has not been seen at low 
energies. Since the parity asymmetry grows with Q2, (GF Q2/a), 
one can try to see P-violation in muon pair production, epà ep + 
µ+ µ-. A detector with muon capabilities (Solid) would be 
required.

§ Beam dump, fixed targets (HPS, BDX etc). Displaced decays 
benefit from higher energy. 
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Conclusions

§ Dark Sectors / FIPs represent a well-motivated strategic direction 
in New Physics studies at the intensity frontier experiments. 

§ There is an elaborate theoretical and experimental effort to study 
“most reasonable” models of dark sector/FIPs, systematized in 
e.g. PBC working group. 

§ New physics opportunities at Jlab can be considered: search of 
new particles in the photoproduction; fixed target experiments, 
and beam dumps. Higher-energy polarized beam (22 GeV) may 
enable studies of parity violation in muon pair production. 


